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ABSTRACT
The microscopic mechanism of dynamic phase transition of noble metals is much
demanding and challenging with the development of in situ x-ray diffraction measurements
[Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 235701 (2020); Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 045702 (2019); Phys. Rev. Lett.
123, 045701 (2019)]. Through rapid compression like shock impact, gold exhibits unique
structural transformation characteristics, in which the previous theoretical results are far
away from the experiments. By using molecular dynamics simulations, the structural
transformation processes for face-centered cubic (FCC) gold under shock compressions
have been unambiguously revealed from the atomic level. In agreement with recent
experiments, the sequence of structures, stacking faults, body-centered cubic (BCC) phase,
and coexistence of BCC-amorphous phase are found until gold reaching completely
melting up to 378 GPa, and a much lower transition pressure (133~142 GPa) to BCC phase
is confirmed. Compared to perfect BCC crystalline, the BCC structures after shock
accompany with many atom disorders, reducing the free energies and consequently largely
lowering the transition pressure. Interestingly, by introducing defects in the initial FCC
gold, it presents a reverse effect on the FCC-BCC phase transition. Unlike monoatomic
disorders, the defects in the form of collections of atoms give rise to the formation of the
interface, leading to increasing interface barrier and reducing internal stress. Therefore, a
2competitive mechanism is highlighted between disorders and defects, determining the
FCC-BCC phase transition threshold under dynamical compressions, which is absent in
conventional understanding.
The understanding of atomic structures under extreme conditions is of great importance in industrial
applications and scientific studies, covering multidisciplinary fields of physics [1-3], chemistry [4,5],
materials [6], earth and planetary science [7,8]. The processes of the solid-solid and solid-liquid phase
transitions under static and shock wave compressions are so different that how to obtain the detailed
response of materials to rapid compression becomes challenging. That is because the mechanism of
phase transitions should be determined by the measurement in situ with microscopic changes in real
time. Using rapid changes of external load can generate an ultrahigh pressure-temperature (P-T)
circumstances [9,10], leading to discoveries of unique thermodynamic states [11-13], unusual physical
properties [14,15], and unexpected meta-stable structures [7,16-18]. Recent developments using x-ray
diffraction (XRD) methods combining with laser-driven shocked solids provide a powerful tool to
measure the dynamic processes at high pressure and high temperature [17-21], bringing us into the
microscale world. Moreover, these new experimental results raised much demanding to do quantitative
theoretical calculations from the atomic scale to understand the internal mechanisms in dynamic
compressions.
Gold (Au) is close-packed face-centered-cubic (FCC) structure at ambient conditions and can
maintain the structure under static pressure up to hundreds of GPa [13,22]. Thus, many high-pressure
experiments based on diamond-anvil-cell (DAC) prefer utilizing Au as calibration materials [23].
Previous investigations on the Hugoniot measurements for gold showed no observation of phase
transitions or melting until 580 GPa [13]. It aroused considerable interest in the search of post-FCC
phases in many shock experiments and theoretical calculations. Very recently, thanks to the
3construction of high-quality in situ XRD tool, phase transformation boundaries from FCC to BCC of
dynamically compressed gold have been experimentally obtained, showing much lower transition
pressure (223 GPa [17] or 150~176 GPa [18]) compared to previous researches. It is typically expected
that phase transitions under compression tend to be directed towards denser structures than the initial
state, such as transformations of FCC gold to hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) or molten state. Ab initio
calculations predicted the FCC to HCP transition ranging wide pressures from 151 to 410 GPa [24-27],
which have also been observed in the experiment of static compression at ~248 GPa [22]. The FCC-
BCC phase transition was deemed to exist under higher P-T conditions [25], and there is a controversy
between previous studies and recent experimental results. Nevertheless, prior methods lacked a
description of the dynamic process of shock compression. It proposes urgent demands to understand the
processes and mechanisms of the specific transformation in consideration of dynamic behaviors of
atoms.
In this letter, we performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the dynamical
structural transformation of compressed gold under a wide range of pressures from 8~440 GPa. Our
results show that the FCC Au can maintain its initial structure beneath 51.6 GPa, and stacking faults
with HCP structures begins to appear for higher impact pressures. The onset pressure of structural
transformation from FCC to BCC is found to be at 133~142 GPa and Au completely melts above 378
GPa. Besides, defects of initial configurations have been explored. The increase of defect sizes and
quantities will enlarge the onset pressure because the presence of the interface requires more energy to
induce phase transition. According to the structure analysis, we found that the BCC structure generated
by shock compression contains many local structures compared with the perfect crystals, and free
energy calculations prove that these particular local structures play key roles in lowering the BCC
transformation pressure. These results are in good agreement with the recent experiments and can
explain the physics of their different phase boundaries. We, therefore, provide an atomic insight into
the dynamical phase transitions of compressed gold and bridge the existing knowledge gap in the
4mechanism of the FCC-BCC phase transition.
Simulations of shock compression. To mimic the propagation of shock wave, a simulation
methodology combined with the Navier-Stokes equations for compressible flow and molecular
dynamics simulations has been performed for this study. All atoms in the system update positions and
velocities following the modified Lagrangian to restrain the systems to the Rayleigh line and the
Hugoniot energy condition. The calculations are based on the method of Multi-Scale Shock Technique
(MSST) [28] implemented under LAMMPS framework [29] (see Supplementary Material [30] for
details). Four kinds of EAM potentials [31-34] have been compared in terms of the equation of states
(EOS) and structural transformation pressures. The highly optimized EAM potential developed by
Sheng at al. [32] is chosen in this work, which has been successfully utilized in predictions of warm
dense matters [35,36] and most closely coincides with experiments (Fig S2). Variable sizes of system,
including 1500, 4000, 10000, and 27000 atoms, have been checked and are considered independent of
the EOS and phase structure (Fig. S2 [30]). Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations
have also been complemented at three typical pressures (51.5, 159, 392 GPa), and the EOS, as well as
structure, agrees well with MSST simulations (Fig. S4) [30]. The temporal evolution of formation in
stacking faults, BCC, and liquid structures for gold have been noticeably depicted following the
propagation of shock wave (see movies in Supplementary Material [30]).
In MSST simulations, FCC Au with a computational size of 4×4×10 nm3 (10000 atoms) was
compressed along z-direction with a shock velocity ranged from 3.5 to 8.0 km/s. The pressure against
volume compression for shocked gold is shown in Fig. S3 [30], which is in good agreement with the
previous accurate results [13,18,37]. The adaptive common neighbor analysis (a-CNA) [38] has been
utilized to classify atoms in crystalline systems, and the fraction of atoms identified in FCC and BCC
type under different conditions are shown in Fig. 1a. It can be found that all atoms are in FCC structure
below 51.6 GPa, and the proportion of HCP atoms begins to increase at higher pressures. At 133 GPa,
5the share of FCC atoms reduced to zero while there is a spurt in the content of BCC atoms, denoting the
appearance of transformation to BCC phase. For pressures over 378 GPa, all characteristics of crystal
structure disappear and there is a discontinuity in the P-T curve, which shows that Au has melted
completely. The structures of Au at representative pressures are exhibited in Fig. 1b, identifying four
structures in different colors through OVITO software [39]. Before the transition to the BCC phase,
different types of stacking faults occur containing FCC and HCP. Under lower pressure (51.6~112 GPa),
FCC structure accounts for the main part, and it gradually transforms to HCP structure for further
compression. At 242 GPa, the fraction of BCC atoms dropped to 50%, the same as disordered structures,
which can be considered as the coexistence of BCC-amorphous state. The pressure range of existence of
BCC phase is very close to the in situ XRD experiments [18].
By utilizing simulated radiation (wavelength of 0.5266 Å) on a mesh of reciprocal lattice nodes, the
XRD profiles of shock compressed Au under four specific pressures are exhibited in Fig. 1c (method
originally described in ref [40]). The same scattering signals of FCC structure in initial configurations
and liquid in molten state are observed both in MD and experimental results. The characteristic peaks
(14.85°) of BCC structures are found at 220 GPa for MD results, 176 GPa for the work of Sharma at el
[18], and 223 GPa for the work of Briggs at el [17], respectively. Particular attention should be given to
the pressure at 133 GPa, and it has the same first peak in XRD profiles as the experiments at 149 and
169 GPa, which are identified as FCC structure in the experimental studies. Interestingly, in the present
MD simulations, structural analysis based on a-CNA method shows it changes to BCC phase at this
pressure. It indicates that BCC phase may also exist when it is slightly smaller than the first peak
position of 14.85° and that may cause the overestimation of the value of transition pressure to BCC
phase from XRD measurements.
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FIG. 1. (a) Temperature and fraction of atoms with different structural features vs longitudinal stress for
compressed gold. (b) The structures of Au at representative shock pressures and the points marked by
pentacles in (a) correspond to the states of these structures. (c) XRD profiles for shock compressed gold.
Black solid, blue dash and red dot curves represent the results from MD simulations, experimental data
of Sharma et al. [18], and Briggs et al. [17] respectively. The XRD intensity from experimental results is
zoomed to a similar scale to the MD results. Right text labels represent the compression pressures of the
XRD profiles marked in corresponding colors. Left text labels represent the structure of shock
compressed Au in MD results.
Structural analysis and free energy calculations of shocked Au. It should be noticed that after reaching
the onset pressure of transformation to BCC structure, the maximum portion of BCC atoms is around
83% and exhibits a downward trend as the increase of compression pressure. The remaining atoms
except BCC structure deviate from the equilibrium positions of the lattice in a limited local area,
showing local-disorder structures at the atomic level. The formation of these structures can be promoted
under more intense compression. The radial distribution functions (RDF) of ideal FCC structure, shock-
7induced BCC structure, and perfect BCC structure (by directly constructed) have been shown in Fig. 2a.
In the RDF of the shock-induced BCCAu, the first peak position almost agrees with that of perfect BCC,
whereas the curve is relatively broadening, suggesting more disordered structural features. The order
parameters with a formula of   4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 48 12ij
ij ij
x y y z x z ax y z
c
r r
  r are calculated to determine the
relations between atoms and their neighbors with a cutoff of 0.35 nm. For reference to the structure
features, the structures of FCC, BCC crystalline at 0 K, and molten state under up = 7.6 km/s are utilized
to calculate the order parameters, plotted as solid lines in Fig. 2b. Three probability peaks have been
found in the position of 0/0.6/1.0, which can be regarded as the identification in liquid/BCC/FCC
structure, respectively. The scatters are obtained from MD trajectories of Au with structures of FCC,
perfect BCC, and shock-induced BCC. It is clear that the shock-induced BCC structure has two
characteristic peaks (BCC and liquid), further corroborating the existence of disordered structures inner
BCCAu after shock compression.
(a) (b)
FIG. 2. The structure analysis of FCC structure, shock-induced BCC structure, and perfect BCC
structure. (a) The RDF curves of different crystals and the shadow band of each curve represents the
variation of the results calculated from trajectories. Black, red and blue lines denote the RDF of FCC,
perfect BCC, and shock-induced BCC representatively, and the corresponding snapshots are indicated by
the arrow. (b) The order parameter calculated from the inserted formula. Solid lines represent the
8distributions of reference structures. Blue, red, and black lines represent the order parameter distribution
of FCC, BCC crystalline at 0 K, and molten state under up = 7.6 km/s, respectively. Blue, red, and black
scatters denote that of Au with structures of FCC, perfect BCC, and shock-induced BCC.
The non-equilibrium processes based on the thermodynamic integration (TI) method [41,42] have
been performed for the free energy calculations. Instead of constructing a series of equilibrium states on
the pathway between two thermodynamic states of interest, this approach considers the path in terms of
an explicitly time-dependent processes. Besides, a reversible-scaling (RS) method [43] is combined for
calculating the free energies at different temperatures in a wide range of P-T efficiently (details in
Supplementary Material [30]). We have made a comparison of free energy differences between Au in
FCC and BCC structures as displayed in Fig. 3. The FCC and perfect BCC structures are directly
constructed, while the shock-induced BCC structures are generated by dynamical compression in the
shock velocity of 5.5 km/s, corresponding to a compression pressure of 142 GPa. The P-T conditions of
free energy calculations are ranged from (140 GPa, 1500 K) to (300 GPa, 3500 K). It can be seen that
the transition from FCC to perfect BCC occurs at the pressure greater than 282 GPa, meeting the
prediction of high pressure in previous researches of static compression. The transformation to shock-
induced BCC structure can take place almost at the pressure above 140 GPa, which is much lower than
that of perfect one and corresponding to the onset pressure calculated in MSST simulations. What needs
to be declared is that free energy differences greater than 180 GPa have not been shown due to enormous
fluctuation in the path of integration, which may cause an inaccurate result. Besides, the free energy
differences between FCC Au and shock-induced structures under greater impact velocity of 6.0 and 6.5
km/s have also been calculated in Fig. S6 [30], and the higher transition pressures (180 GPa and 210
GPa) are required for a more disordered system. The free energy calculations of gold with FCC and
perfect BCC structure have been appended by the standard equilibrium TI method [44]. The onset
pressure of prior BCC configurations above 1500 K are 270~287 GPa for the TI method, in agreement
9with calculations from the non-equilibrium method (see Section 3 in the Supplementary Material [30]).
All the above indicate that dynamical shock compression will give rise to the formation of locally
disordered structures, which play a key role in lowering the phase transition pressure from FCC to BCC,
and may be the key factor in the phase transition lowering of compressed silicon [19].
FIG 3. The free energy differences map in P-T space for gold from FCC phase to perfect BCC (left panel)
and shocked-induced BCC (right panel) structures. Regions in red and blue colors denote the smaller
free energy for FCC phase and BCC phase respectively. Black lines pointed by arrow represent the free
energy differences equal to zero, corresponding to the phase transition conditions.
Influences of defects on transformation pressure. As the local structures have significant effects on the
phase transition process, the influence of the defects, ubiquitous in practical bulk materials, on the
transition pressure as well is not understood well. In our simulations, different types of defects (disperse
atomically and agglomerate spherically) have been constructed by delete ~4% atoms in the initial
configurations. The pressure versus compression ratio and the snapshots after shock are presented in Fig.
S7 [30]. After introducing defects, the FCC-BCC transition pressure slightly increases up to 155 GPa for
atomic defect and 142 GPa for spherical defect, whereas it greatly reduced the melting point to 277 GPa
and 267 GPa respectively as shown in Fig. 4a. The influences of the sizes (Fig. 4b) and number (Fig. 4c)
of spherical defects have also been investigated. It shows little change in the relations of P-V/V0 (Fig. S7
[30]), but the defects have a significant influence on the structural transformation pressure to BCC.
Generally, there is an upward trend of the values of FCC-BCC transition pressure with the increase of
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defect sizes and quantities, from 142 GPa to 202 GPa. The similar phenomenon is also observed in FCC
Au with different crystal orientations of shock plane, possessing a maximum transition pressure up to
212 GPa in (311) plane with defects (Fig. S8 [30]), which can almost cover all the intervals in the recent
experimental results [17,18].
So why the existence of defencts increases the phase transition pressure from FCC to BCC structures
since the defects are usually considered as the disordered structure? The defects present a reverse effect
on the transformation process in comparison to the locally disordered structure caused by atomic motion
deviating from the equilibrium position. Through the snapshots of shock wave propagation over time
(see the movie in Supplementary Material [30]), it is observed that the BCC structure occurs along the
wave front as shown in Fig. 4d, suggesting that this phase change mainly relies on a displacive
mechanism. When there are defects in the system, the interface between the defects and the external
crystal hinders the phase change induced by collective atoms’ motion. It also causes an uneven
distribution of stress in the system as depicted in Fig. 4f and the pressure tensor inside the defect will be
smaller than that in external crystal, indicating that there is surface stress in the surface of the defect. All
of these lead to requiring more energy and larger compression pressure for phase change.
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FIG. 4. The comparison of onset pressure for transformation to BCC phase among initial structures with
(a) atomic defects and spherical defect (b) spherical defects with a radius of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 nm (c) a
different number of 3, 6, 9 defects with the radii of 0.4 and 0.6 nm. (d) The snapshot and pressure
distribution of partial area in NEMD simulations. (e-f) The spatial distribution of Pzz component of stress
tensor for compressed Au with the initial structure of perfect FCC and defective FCC respectively. The
results are obtained under critical phase transition pressure, 142 GPa for perfect FCC, and 162 GPa for
defective FCC. The initial configuration of the defective FCC contains one defect with the radii of 1.0
nm.
In conclusion, considering the dynamic behaviors of atoms, this work has investigated the structural
transformations of FCC gold under shock compression in a wide range of P-T conditions along the
Hugonoit curves by using the MD method. FCC gold transforms to stacking faults with HCP structures
over 51.6 GPa, BCC phase at an onset pressure of 133~142 GPa, amorphous-BCC coexistence structure
after 242 GPa, and completely melting at 378 GPa. The structural transition path agrees well with
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observations in XRD experiments, and a much lower pressure is found in FCC-BCC phase transition,
which has not been reported in previous theoretical studies. The structure analysis tells us there is a
competitive mechanism in the dynamic compressions, where the local disorders induced by the shock
waves lowering the phase boundary, and the initial defects in the samples increase the phase transition
pressures. The microscopic details highlight the vital role of the different physical characteristics
between dynamic and static compressions, well explaining the contradiction between recent experiments
and prior theoretical calculations. By this way, we can better understand what happened in the dynamic
compression processes and what determines the phase transitions from atomic scale, giving a good
method to dig out the internal mechanism in the sort of experiments.
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